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About a month ago, the final meeting of Michelangelo’s ERC grant

(LHCTheory) has been largely devoted to discussing physics and

technical issues in MG5 aMC@NLO

ATLAS and CMS members were present, and I’ll limit myself here

to reviewing some of the highlights of that meeting



Types of computations available:

◮ fLO Fixed order, tree level

◮ fNLO Fixed order, NLO

◮ LO+PS Hard tree-level events, showered

◮ NLO+PS Hard NLO events, showered (MC@NLO)

◮ MLM/CKKW-merged Multijet tree-level merging

◮ FxFx- or UNLOPS-merged Multijet NLO merging

The Lagrangian-to-events chain is automated through:

FeynRules(+NLOCT) - MG5 aMC@NLO - PSMC



Most of the recent work went into extending the physics scope of the code

◮ Compatibility with increasingly complicated models

◮ Improved numerics at the NLO

◮ User “hooks”

And: efforts to improve steering capabilities of external codes

from within MG5 aMC

The latter is particularly useful for standalone tests



Highlights of recent activity

◮ Interface to Pythia8 and MadAnalysis5

◮ Extended one-loop reduction options (through linking Collier)

◮ More work on loop-induced processes (towards NLO)

◮ Mixed QCD-QED NLO corrections

◮ SUSY with NLO QCD corrections, and on-shell subtraction

◮ Plugins



The current public version is:

MG5 aMC@NLO v2.5.4

released on 28/3/2017

W.r.t. v2.4 series:

◮ Several major functionalities added

◮ A number of bug fixes, none major



2.5.0:

• interface to Collier (expand one-loop reduction capabilities)

• install command for PY8 (solves e.g. dependence issues)

• PY8 interface at the LO (important for merging)

• MadAnalysis5 interface

• NLO and LO reweights work in multicore

• add plugin support

• bias LO event generation

• support CKKW-L



2.5.1:

• interface to H7

• parallelisation of PY8 LO runs

• install command for MadDM

2.5.3:

• new default shower reference scale (
√

ŝ −→ HT /2)

• madspin “set spinmode onshell” allows MS to handle decays with more than

two decay products. Doesn’t work for loop induced

• LHE-like output for fNLO (BE CAREFUL)

For a complete list of the changes, see the Update notes
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◮ We’ve had a number of reports, from both ATLAS and CMS, of

unexpected behaviour with LO PY8 mergings

(e.g. rejection rates too large)

◮ The use of this interface helps avoid trivial mistakes

◮ HW++/H7 does not have yet the same level of integration

in the MC phase as PY8 (it does for partonic cross sections)

◮ HW++/H7 Contrib/ stuff is being upgraded −→
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Shower reference scale

This is essentially the median value µ0 of a range in which shower scales
(EMSCA) are picked on a event-by-event basis

D(µ) =















1 µ ≤ µ1 ,

monotonic µ1 < µ ≤ µ2 ,

0 µ > µ2 ,

µsh = D−1(r) ,

◮ What has been changed is the functional form of µ0 – the code

(montecarlocounter.f) is also more flexible, so other forms can be

implemented easily

◮ µ1 and µ2 are related to µ0 by parameters found in run card.dat and

madfks mcatnlo.inc



Shower reference scale

◮ The new default shower scale seems to induce a smoother

behaviour (w.r.t. fNLO) than the previous one

◮ It is important to have data that support this statement

(incidentally: this is not the case for tt̄bb̄)

◮ The differences induced by the two scales may be large only in

MC-dominated regions. If that’s not the case, re-consider the

situation carefully (more tomorrow)



Integral reduction

MG5 aMC@NLO features an internal OLP (MadLoop), which is

responsible for the computation of the virtual matrix elements.

GoSam can be used as well

Collier is yet another tool in the array of available integral-reduction codes

called by ML (the other being CutTools, IREGI, Golem95, Samurai, Ninja), with

dynamical switching among them (in user-defined order)

A valuable addition, especially for low-multiplicity, high-rank cases. Most of
the stuff still done with Ninja; interesting to see what happens close to the
IR limits (for loop-induced processes)



Loop-induced processes

◮ Automation achieved from v2.3.0 onwards

◮ Incremental improvements with versions

◮ Both reweighting (w.r.t. an underlying, possibly fake, EFT) and direct

integration are possible, with pros and cons

◮ First attempts to push it to NLO (customised, not automated)
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Increasing model complexity

◮ The core MG5 aMC@NLO code can handle:

a) mixed-coupling expansion (v2.6.X); b) ≃ arbitrary BSM@NLO

◮ For mixed couplings, the primary example is QCD+EW (no shower yet)

◮ For BSM@NLO (eg SMEFT, SUSY), the present bottleneck

is to set up and test the model

(bar for OS subtraction, which is largely achieved but still being refined)



Mixed-coupling expansion

Consider dijet production; Σ is a generic observable

Σ
(LO)
jj (αS, α) = α2

S
Σ2,0 + αSα Σ2,1 + α2 Σ2,2

≡ ΣLO,1 + ΣLO,2 + ΣLO,3

Σ
(NLO)
jj (αS, α) = α3

S
Σ3,0 + α2

S
α Σ3,1 + αSα2 Σ3,2 + α3 Σ3,3

≡ ΣNLO,1 + ΣNLO,2 + ΣNLO,3 + ΣNLO,4

Usually, ΣNLO,1=NLO QCD, ΣNLO,2=NLO EW (weak+QED)

α s
3 α s

2α α 2α s α 3

α s
2 α sα α 2



Current syntax (leading terms, i.e. LO/NLO QCD)

MG5 aMC> generate a b > c d e f [QCD]

Will become (or something similar):

MG5 aMC> generate a b > c d e f QCD=n QED=m [QCD QED]

in order to include in the computation all the terms that factorise:

LO αk
S
αp , k ≤ n , p ≤ m, k + p = b

NLO αk
S
αp , k ≤ n+1 , p ≤ m+1 , k + p = b + 1

The capability of computing very suppressed terms seems an overkill, but there is a rule

of thumb: if something can be computed, sooner or later it will turn out to be useful



Inclusive dijet pT (1612.06548)

� Subleading LO and NLO have

opposite signs. Eventually LO’s

grow faster than NLO’s

� Owing to cancellations, both

LO and NLO are necessary

� Significance of non-QCD effects

increases with pT

� So does PDF uncertainty – im-

pact of photon is large but not

dominant



Preliminary: W (→ eνe)jj production

We are stress testing the code

with many different processes,

analogously to what was done

for QCD corrections



D. Pagani, at Louvain meeting NNLO QCD + NLO EW



Underpinning all this: at fixed-order, we always work in MS-like schemes,

with the assumption that:

A photon is taggable (i.e. can be subject to physical cuts) only if
it emerges from a fragmentation process

Thus:

◮ A fragmentation function (FF) D
(a)
γ must be introduced for each

possible a → γ “hadronisation”, with a any “parton”

◮ Key: this includes D
(γ)
γ for γ → γ (turns a short-distance photon into

a taggable photon)

Similar ideas may be used for leptons (recycle stuff known in QCD)
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EFTs

◮ Code-wise, just another BSM case: model construction is key

◮ Chief example: SMEFT, whose complete version is being prepared,

but which has been extensively studied in several sub-sectors

◮ Final version most likely in Warsaw basis (bar 4-fermion operators)

◮ Largely irrelevant to the end user, who can translate inputs with the

help of Rosetta



Steadily growing number of applications, especially in the top sector.
Usage does not require any particular expertise
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In summary:

A lot of work is being done on NLO model construction.

Work in close contact with the authors (and bug them)



Plugins

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/madgraph/wiki/Plugin

“...the plugin idea is to allow some modification of the code behaviour

without the need to modify the core code”

So far:

◮ New output type (for LO processes)

◮ New cluster type

◮ Modification of the interface (new commands/modification of commands)

Development and maintainance are fully independent of MG5 aMC



Conclusions

� The code is too big for a single person to know it all: users are

encouraged to submit questions through Launchpad

� Core features are still actively developed, but “beyond-NLO” stuff

is receiving increasing attention

� Lots of interplay with model builders

� Non-LHC matters (e.g. MadDM, e+e−) are alive and kicking


